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1. Introduction 
We fix once and for all a ground field F of characteristic zero. The grading will hc 
by the elements 0 and 1 of the ring Z/22. Such gradings will be called 3gradings. 
Graded objects will be denoted by boldface letters. If A is a 2-graded object then A,, 
and A, will be its components of degree 0 and I, respectively. 
A 2-graded vector space V is a vector space together with a fixed direct 
decomposition V = V,, @ V,. A 2-graded Lie algebra is a P-graded vector space I, 
which is equipped with a bilinear map L x L ---) L called fhe hr&ef such that 
[y,x]=(- WP[x.y], 
[x.[yAz]]= [[x.y]2]+(- l)““[yJx,z]~ 
holds for all x E L,,, y E LG, z E L ((Y, p = 0 or 1). This definition implies that Lo is 
an ordinary Lie algebra and that L, is an I,,,-modwle. The restriction L,x L,-* L,, of 
the bracketing map is symmetric and the corresponding linear map L, @ L, -+ L,, is 
a morphism of Lo-modules. The reader is warr ed that L is not (in general) an 
ordinary Lie algebra. For more details on Z-graded Lie algebras we refer to the 
papers [ 11, [2] and 131. 
A 2-graded Lie algebra L is semi-simple if :very finite-dimensional L-module 
(see next section for definition) is semi-simple. All semi-simple Z-graded Lie 
algebras were determined in [2] when F is algebraically closed. They are finite 
direct products of ordinary simple Lie algebras and so called symplectic algebras. 
The symplectic 2-graded Lie algebras can be defined over any field of characteristic 
zero and they are semi-simple. We shall describe these algebras in section 3. 
In this paper we classify all simple finite 4mensional representations of the 
symplectic 2-graded Lie algebra L. The result is the same as for complex 
semi-simple Lie algebras: To every dominant integral weight one associates an 
isomorphism class of finite-dimensional simple L-modules and this map is ;t 
bijection. Our main result gives a complete description of a finite_dimencic~n;k1 
simple L-module when considered as an L,,-module. We also give an expiicit 
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construction of basic t-modules, i.e.. thm that cirrus; nd to the fundamenta 
weights. In the last section we s QW how one can compute the Cl 
coefficients for the tensor pr~du of two fi~jte~d~mens~~na~ 6 
The auihor is very much 
generous help th 
This work was s 
2. Generalities on L+nodub 
Let V he a Z-graded vector space and put 
Endi. (V )o = End,. (VIP) 
End,-(V), = Homo (EL. Va 
It is clear that 
EndF(V) = End&$ 
If V and W are L-module% then V 
a-(x@y)=(a*x) 
for R E I+. s E v,. y E w. 
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Let b” he an F-vector space of dimension 2n and let f : V x V-, F be a fixed 
mm-dcgcnerate skw-symmetric bilinear form. The form f determines an 
where V” is the dual of V. Explicitly, if x E V then the 
is the linear function which sends any y E V to the 
Hy~‘nce~ we havs canonical vector space isomorphism+ 
V” - Endr. ( V). 
By t fanspoft in the structure from End&(V) we make V @ V into an associative 
alg&r;l with unit. The multiplication in V@ V is characterized by 
arbitrary elements of V. This enables us to consider V k’ as a 
=f(hx)a dpy +f(a.y)x Oh 
fop all n, 6, ..T, y in 16, We shalt denote this Lie algebra by L ( V). Clearly, L(V) acts 
on K This action is characterized by (a @ b ). x = f( 6, x )a where a, h, x E V. 
The mdn of t(V) on V induces an action of L(V) in the space of all bilinear 
forma VU V-4’. If g is such a form and a:gbEL(V) then (uQQb)-g is a 
bilinear form defined by 
= -f(b.x)gfa,y)-f(h,y)fi(x,a). 
From this formula it is clear that (a @ u)* f = 0 f Jr all a E V. It follows that every 
demcnt of the second symmetric power S* 1’ C L( V) kills the form J The 
annihilator of d in L(V) is the classical split :,,rnrle Lie algebra :,f type Cn. By 
comparing the dimensions we conclude that S” \ is precisely the annihilator of f in 
uu* 
Now we define the symplcctic t-graded 1,s~ algebra L as follows. We take 
Lrl+ =!!F V? 51 = V. Then J.,,, is a subalgebra of L( V) and L, is an Lo-module. This 
djctermines the bracketing map L,, x Lp -+ L,, +B in all cases except when CY = /3 
= I, The bracketing map L, x L, - L, is the map V x V + S*V which sends (x.,y) 
X. The corresponding linear map I,, @$I,, + L,, is a morphism of 
L68emoduIesI If u, 6, x E Lr then 
[a,bJ*X =(a@b)-x+(b@a)-x 
= f(b, x )a -C f (a. x W. 
It is easy to verify that L is a Z-graded Lie algebra which is obviously simple. It was 
shown Sn [2] that IL is semi-simple. The same fact follows from [l], Theorem 5. 
Let us fix a basis aI, l o l4 a,, trd, - l .+ be of V such that /(a, a, ) = f@ti bV ) = 0 for all 
i, j and f(a,, & ) = & The brackets h, = 16 h I+ 1 6 i form a b&5 sf SQ Ckts;rn 
subalgebra H of L,,. The basic vecto 
H on V. Let us denote by A, the w 
- A,. The weight A, E H’ is chara 
The non-zero weights of Ls stre 
non-zero weights of L will be dkd 
L,) will be called even (resp*, ) %OW% The even 
and tile odd root CT~ = A, will be ctnllled sim 
an integral linear combination a = k8a4 Q a a a 
k, 3 0 for all i or k, SO for all i. In t 
in r Ele second case a nq@tie R.IOC The positive 
and A,, 1 s i +S ns 
Let P be the subgroup of the additive r0up a% pil* Whams i
roots. It is clear that P is a free lian group with 8 free 
free basis of P consists of A !* a D so 
be denoted by RI. A basis of Prp is 
denote by PI the other cmet of PO i t the etemcnts of R, Qrsp.. 
P,) are twn (resp.. odB). This ag 
Let P. be the submanoid of P generated by the sim 
h,p EN*weshalIwriteA SF if 
We introduce an inner produe 
j d 11. An element A H” is dominirnt if (A, a, 
dominant elements in P will be denoted by P”. If A = &@A8 + o3 a + k& then A is 
dominant if and only if ka P . l . a k, 2 0, 
The clcments aar = Ai + . . . + A&. 1 s k s n 
fminntental weights, They alsgb 0 d PI + .a;, lhtm 
A is dominant if and 0 
Recall that the Wq4 
1 A -6 D_ I*..;, - b A,). The Ml-sum 0f even p0~it~v42 
1. Pointed modules 
If M is an L-module then hIA is a graded subspace of M and 
(M” )a = (M, 1’. 42 = 0, 1. 
lxt Lb Qrq~~ L ) bc the sum of the wcipht spaces L” corresponding to all positive 
ncg:ltivc) root\ A. Let H bo the graded subalgebra of L such that H,, = H and 
n E is 8 $kect sum sf 2-graded vector subspaces L = L-@H@L” where 
e ~~rnrn~nd~ is a sub bra. The universal enveloping algebras U(L-), 
* 
de 1 edded in U(L) and we have 
hese Prrcts Mow easily frcxn the pcnrrrll properties of the univers;A enveloping 
bras of Z-graded Lie ~Ipzbrz~s which are summarized in 1.31. 
n Lb (rcsp.. I.&module A4 (rcsp.. M) will be called split if 
In fact. if M (resp~ M) is a spkt L,, (resp.. L)-moduk then the above sums are direct. 
(1,) is 21 left Id(L)-modlrle and consequently also a left L-module. As such it is . 
split and the weights of U(L) art’ precisely the elements of P. More precisely. we 
a = 0 or 1. 
(a = 0 or 1) if Glere exists A E H* and a non-zero 
vector v in h12 such that L’ 0 u = 0 and M = W(L) l u. We say that M is pointed if it is 
a- brrtedfora =OoQr 1. 
Pmpositim I. Let M be tin a-pointed L-moduk. Then 
(i) M = U(I., ) l v where o is a non-zero vecto-c in M,Z; 
(ii) M is a split L-module ; 
(iii) lf p, is a weight of M,# then A - 1-1 E P,, , n P- I 
af;) dimM~==dimM”= 1; 
(v) M is indecomposuble. l 
WC omit the proof which is an obvious modification of the corresponding proof in 
(!q* ChqW WC 
If M is a pointed L-module then it has a unique maximal weight A which will be 
called ths highest weight of M, For such M we have dim M” = 1 and so M is either 
Ibpointetl or I -pointed but not both, 
It is immediate from (1) and our definitions that the following result holds. 
Propmitbn 2. Let M be an L-module and v E M,^, a non-zero vector such thdlt 
L’qQ= 19. Than !!V = U(L)* v = U(L-) l v is an a-pointed L-submodule of M of 
highest weight A. m 
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As in the case of ordinary complex semi-simple Lie algebras we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For every A E H” there exists a unique (up to isomorphism ) simple 
cy -pointed L-module (ar = 0 or 1) with highest weight A. 
Proof. We can assume that cy = 0. Let F be the l-dimensional module for the 
Z-graded Lie algebra B = H + L’ such that E, =F,F,=O,L+4=Oandh~t=A(h) 
for h E H. We construct the corresponding induced L-module 
The grading in M is defined as follows: MB for p = 0 or 1 is the F-subspace spanned 
by the canonical image in M of the set U(L), x E By taking o = 1@ 1 E M. we see 
that M is O-pointed 
contained in 
L-module of highest weight A. Every proper submodule of M is 
Hence, the sum of all proper L-submodules of M is still proper and consequently M 
has a unique maximal proper submodule N. The quotient M/N is a simple O-pointed 
L-module of highest weight A. 
The proof of the uniqueness part can be copied from [Sj. l 
Proposition 4. Every finite-dimensional L-module is split. Every simple fznite- 
dimensional L-module is pointed. 
Proof. The first assertion refers to the L,,-module structure and as such it is 
well-known. For the second assertion one can use the corresponding proof in (5) 
with obvious modifications. q 
For a finite-dimensional L-module M we shall say that it is even (resp., odd) if 
every weight of M(, is even (resp., odd) and every weight of MI is odd (resp., even). 
This makes sense because very weight of a finite-dimensional L-module is in P. Note 
that a finite-dimensional L-module M is even and odd if and only if M = 0. It should 
bc also clear that the tensor product of two even L-modules is even, etc. If M is an 
even I,-module then YM is odd, and vice versa. 
5. The basic L-modluies 
For each k (1 s k s n) we shall construct 
M( k ),, = /! ’ V, M(k), = A k-’ V. 
an L-module M(k) such that 
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Since Ah V and A ‘-I V are Lo-modules it remains to define the action of LI = V. 
WC take the map 
L,xM(C,),= VxA” ‘V--+AkV 
to be the multiplication in the exterior algebra A V of V. 
Thus, it remains to define the map 
L, x M(k),, = vx Ilk v- Ak-’ v. 
This is given by the folio Ang formula 
k-l 
- 2 c (- l)‘+‘f(&, &)a&. . . i,. . . i,. . . xk , 
6. r 
where x0. . . xk - l is the product in A V of the elements x0.. s ., x, , E V and the hat 
above a letter means that this letter should be omitted. 
To show that M(k) is an L-module we have to verify that 
a 9 (b - (xl.. . ~~_,))+b.(a.(x~...x~ +[a.b]*(xl...-AL 1) 
and 
(3) c a l (b l (x,, . . . xk-,))+ b*(a +o . ..-ok-l))‘La.b]~(xo...xk.I) 
hold for a, b, xi E V. 
We leave the verification of (2) to the reader and we shall only verify (3) which is 
more involved. Using the definitions we find thqt 
k -. I 
a l (b l (x~,.. . Xk-,)) =- c (- l)‘f(b, X&X ). . . i,. . . Xk-, 
t-0 
- 2 c (- l)s+rf(x,, x,)abx,). . . i,. . . ,I,. . . xk -1. 
\’ r 
Interchanging a and b and adding these two rquations we get 
k- I 
a l (b l (x,, . . . xr,-,))+ b *(a #(Xr,.. . .yk ))) = c ( - 1)’ ([a, b ] * X, )Xn . . . .i-, . . . XL I 
, --- 1) 
which is indeed equal to [a, b 1 - (x,, . . . xk ,). 
Note that M(k) is even for k even and odd for k odd. 
Proposition 5. The simple a pointed L -module (a = 0 or 1) with highest weight MI 
(lsk S n) is finite-dimensional. 
Proof. The module M(k) defined above has a unique maximal weight wI,. Ht~ncc. 
one of the simple L-submodules of M(k) has highest weight aL. l 
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We shall prove later that M(k) is in fact simple. 
6. Pasametrizatian of finite-dimensional simple L-modules 
Theorem 6. There is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of finite- 
dimensional simple O-pointed L-modules and the set P”. This bijection is obtained bv 
associating to the isomorphism class of M its highest weight. 
Proof. This map is injective by Theorem 3. It remains to prove that our map is 
surjective. Let A E P* and write 
where k, are non-negative integers. Note that the even trivial l-dimensional 
L-module F is simple with 0 as the highest weight. Hence, we can assume that 
il # 0. 
Let N(k) be the simple O-pointed L-module with highest weight ?i&. By 
Proposition 5 dim N(k) < x. Let N be the tensor product of k, copies of N(l), . . ., k, 
copies of N(n). Then A is the unique maximal weight of N. Hence, one of the 
simple L-submodules of N will have the highest weight A. m 
If A E P* we shall denote by &Z(A ) (resp.. M(A )) the simple Lo (resp., even 
simple L)-module with highest weight A. 
7. Multiplicities in a simple L-module 
Let Zkr 0 S k G n be the set of all sums h,, + . . . + h,, where 1 S i, -=I.. . < ik s n, 
and put 
.z = (J ZL. 
k -0 
For each /4 E P* we define 
q-1 ) = ((i4) + Zk) n p*, 
s;(il ) = ((.I } - zk) n P”, 
S’(4) = 6 qA4), 
I, =o 
s (-4 ) = ij s&I ). 
k- o 
For A, A E P* let M(_d;A ) be the sum of all simple Lo-submodules of M(A ) 
whose highest weight is bigger than d. Then the multiplicity of M(A) in M(A) is 
equal to the co-dimension of M(A ; A )” in M(.4 )‘. 
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Theorem 7. The mdtiplicity of M (A ) in IM (A ) = M is 0 or 1. If it is !I thelt 
A E s $1 ). 
Proof. Let L‘ be a non-zero vector in (M ‘),,. Then M = U(L) l v. Hence, MJ is 
spanned by the vectors of the form 
(4) x,xB . . . a,, . . . alk l v 
where ty, p, . . . are negative roots, x,~ E L”, x, E Lp, . . . ; 1 s il < . . . < ik 5 rz and 
a + p + s l l - hi, -. . . - A,, = A - A. 
If at least one factor x, occurs then the weight of the vector 
a,, . . . aik 9 v 
is bigger than A and so this vector is in M(A ; A ). It follows that in this case the 
vector (4) belongs to M( A ; A )“. Hence, if the vector (4) is not in M( A ; A )” then the 
factors x,, xp, . . . do not occur and we have 
The indices iI,. . ., ik are uniquely determined by this equation and consequently 
there is at most one vector of the form (4) (up to a scalar multiple) which is in M” 
but not in MI.4 : A )“. M 
8. A result on (A V)@,M(A) 
For A,A,,A,EP* we denote by ml(Al,&) the multiplicity of M(,i) in the 
tensor product of M(A,) and A&&). For A E I$* and A E P let m,(h) be the 
dimension of M(A )^. The well-known Steinberg fr-jrmula can be written in the form 
m,, (A ,, A,) = c (det a)m,,,(A + 8 - -7 (& + 6)). 
UEW 
Since both sides are additive in A 1, this formula c sn be applied also in the case when 
M(A ,) is replaced by any finite-dimensional L,,-module. 
Now we fix an element A = klhl + . . . + k,A, in P*. Thus, the k,‘s are integers and 
k+... 3 k, 3 0. Let rl,. . ., r, be integers such that r, > . . . > r, 2 0 and the 
following set equality is valid 
{k 1, . . ., k,} = {r,, . . ., L}. 
We define the sets 
and let p, = 1 S, I. Then p, 2 1 for 1 < j G nz and pI + . . . + p,,, = t2. 
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Theorem 8. The mdtip~icity d of M = M(A) in (A V)&.-M is equal to 
(p,+ l)...(p,, +I). 
Proof. The product 
(5) a,, . . . ai,bi, . . l b!, 
where 1 s i, < . , . C i, s n, 1 s j, < . . . < j, s n, 0 s s, t G n is a weight vector of 
A V with the weight 
Hence, the set of weights of A V is W * 2 where W is the Weyl group and 2 is the 
subset of P* defined in the preceding section. 
Since the vectors (5) form a basis of A V a simple counting gives 
dim( A V)” = YL for A E Zk. 
The Steinberg formula gives 
d = c (det a)dim( A V)‘+6-u(‘+6). 
trEW 
We can restrict this summation to those u E W for which A + 6 - a(A + 8)~ 2. 
These U’S are characterized by the following two conditions 
(i) a(S,) = S,, 1 c j s m ; 
(ii) u is a product of disjoint transpositions and each of these transpositions 
interchanges two h,‘s with adjacent indices. 
If c satisfies (i) and (ii) and the number of disjoint transpositions which occur in G 
is k then A + S - a(.4 + 6) E Zzk. Let Wk be the set of all such (7’s with fixed value 
of k, i.e., such that A + 8 - @(A + 6) is in Zlk. Then 
d = z (- l)k2n-2k It’& I. 
k -0 
Let us say that a transpositic)n is basic if it interchanges two adjacent integers. 
Let k, p be non-negative integers and denote by Rk (p) the number of permutations 
of {I, 2,. . ., p) which ar e products of k disjoint basic transpositions. Then it is clear 
that 
where the summation extends over all integral sequences (k,, . . ., k,, ) such that 
k,z(). kl+...+k,,, =k. Hence 
d = (k c fi (- l)kI 2P+4?k,(p,) 
I.... k,,,) I I 
= fi (c (- l)k ?-%(p,)) . 
I=1 A -0 
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It remains to show 
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w kz, c- ok Fk Rk(P) = p + 1. 
The number F&(p) is also equal to the number of integral sequences * 
( ml, . . ., mk.l) such that mi>O and m,+...+mk+,=p-2k. Thus Rk(p) is the 
coefficient of tp 2k in the power series expansion of (1 - t)-‘-’ near t = 0. The 
general binomial theorem gives that &(p) = (” i “). Hence, our identity (6) 
coincides with an identity proved in [4], p. 76. n 
9. The structure of induced and of simple L-modules 
If M is an L,,-module we define 
K = U(L) @o M 
its induced L-module by 
where @, means the tensoring over U(L,,). The grading in MI, is given by 
(M_)c, =U(L),,@,,M, cr=O or 1. 
This makes sense because U(L,,) is a subalgebra of U(L),, and consequently U(L),,. 
LY = 0 or 1 are right U(L,,)-modules. The canonical map RI - (MI,),, is a morphism 
of L,,-modules. 
It was shown in [3] that 
(Mr.),, = ( 6 A”‘V @..M, 
I r-0 
) 
(M,.), = (g Azi+’ V) &M, 
i=O 
as Lo-modules. In particular, if M is finite dimensional so is Mr.. 
Proposition 9. Let M (resp., N) be a simple j nite-dimensional L,, (resp.. L)-module. 
Then the multiplicity of M in N,, is equal to the multiplicity of N in M,.. 
Proof. There is a natural isomorphism 
Homl.,,(M NJ+ Homl.(MI,, N) 
obtained by using the standard universal property of induced modules. It remains 
to equate the dimensions of both sides. n 
Theorem 10. Let A E P* n P,,, CY = 0 or 1 and let M = M (4 ). Then 
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Proof. Note that Y*M,, is an even L-module. By semi-simplicity we have 
where /ii E P” for 1 < i =s r, By Theorem 7 and Proposition 9 we conclude that 
n,, /z are distinct, that the multiplicity of M in each M(A,) is 1 and that . ...’ r 
A E S (A,), i.e., Ai E S+(A) for 1 G i s r. Hence, by Theorem 8, r = 
(~,+I)...(p,,,+l)whereg, ,... , p,,, are the integers defined in the previous section. 
It remains to notice (which is very easy) that also 1 S+(A)! = (p, + 1). . . (p,” + 1). m 
By applying this theorem to M(O) = F we get 
6 = &I M(ak). 
h -0 
Since 
dim F,. = 2 dim M(k) = 2”’ 
k =I) 
and M(mk) is a submodule of M(k) we infer that each M(k) is simple and 
consequently isomorphic to M( nk ). 
The L,,-structure of simple finite-dimensional L-modules is completely deter- 
mined by Theorem 7 and the fohowing result. 
Theorem Il. If .4 E P* and J E S -( .4 ) then N = M(A ) occurs in M(A ). 
Proof. By Theorem 10 IV,. cant tins a copy of M(.4 ) or a copy of YM(iZ ). Then our 
assertion follows from Proposition 9. m 
IO. Tensor product of two simple L-modules 
If .4, d E P* we shall write d K d or A > .,I if A E S -(A). For A E P let e* be the 
corresponding element of the group algebra 0 of P. For A E P* and A E P let 
m,(A)= dim M(A)“, 
and 
m t (A ) = dim M(.I )*, 
(7) 
at = c m,(A)e”. 
AEP 
- By Theorems 7 and 11 we have 
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The Weyl group W operates in Q as follows: 
(.J l e” = ,y A EP. 
We define the operator T in Q by 
T = 2 (det a)~. 
ctE w 
Then the Weyl character formula is 
(9 a,T(e”) = T(e ‘+‘). 
The character of M(4 ,) QpF M(&) is a \,a t2 and the character of M(A ,) BF M(A 2) 
is a \,a\,. We define the multiplicities ml (A 1, A,) and m., (A,, .4?) by 
a\,a.r, = C ml (4 ,. ,/l)a.,, 
IEP’ 
(10) 
Note that these definitions agree with thaw in section 8. 
Theorem 12. For A,,. -4 I, A, in P* we have 
Proof. Using (8) we can rewrite (10) as follcw 5 
Multiplying by T(e’) and using (9) we get 
Q,, a,,) J, T(e3+6) = ,2* 2, 
Using (7) this can be written as 
ml (A,, &)T(e’+“). 
= ,& Ax c m, (A,. &)(det a)e”(‘+*). 
c 1 rrEW 
By equating the coefficients of es’@ for .4,, E P* we get 
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The assertion of the theorem follows from this equality and the Steinberg 
formula as quoted in section 8. g 
Note that the formula of Theorem 12 enables one to compute the multiplicities 
ml (Al, A,) when the multiplicities m,, (A I, A,) are known. 
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